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HE wave of student protest in
the advanced countries over
rides
national
boundaries,
racial differences, the ideological
distinctions of fascism, corporate
liberalism and communism. Needless
to say, officials of the capitalist
countries say that the agitators are
Communists, and Communists say
they are bourgeois revisionists. In
my opinion, there is a totally dif
ferent political philosophy underly
ing—it is Anarchism.
The actual “issues” are local and
often seem trivial. The troubles are
usually spontaneous, though there is
sometimes a group bent on picking
a fight in the brooding unrest A
play is banned, a teacher is fired, a
student publication is censored, uni
versity courses are not practical or
facilities are inadequate, the admin
istration is too rigid, there are
restrictions on economic mobility or
there is technocratic mandarinism.
the poor are treated arrogantly, stu
dents are drafted for an unjust war
—any of these, anywhere in the
world, may set off a major explosion,
ending with police and broken heads.
The spontaneity, the concreteness of
the issues, and the tactics of direct
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action are themselves characteristic
of Anarchism.
Historically, Anarchism has been
the revolutionary politics of skilled
artisans and farmers who do not
need a boss; of workmen in danger
ous occupations, e.g., miners and
lumbermen, who learn to trust one
another, and of aristocrats who can
economically afford to be idealistic.
It springs up when the system of
society is not moral, free or frater
nal enough. Students are likely to be
Anarchists but, in the immense
expansion of schooling everywhere,
they are new as a mass and they
are confused about their position.
JoLITICAL

Anarchism

is

rarely

mentioned and never spelled out in
the press and TV. West and East,
journalists speak of “anarchy” to
mean chaotic riot and aimless de
fiance of authority; or they lump
together “communists and anar
chists” and “bourgeois revisionists,
infantile leftists and anarchists.” Re
porting the troubles in France, they
have had to distinguish Communists
and Anarchists because the Commu
nist labor unions promptly disowned
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the Anarchist students, but no prop
osition of the Anarchists has been
mentioned except for Daniel CohnBendit's vaunting statement, “I scoff
at all national flags!"
(The possibility of an Anarchist
revolution — decentralist, anti-police,
anti-party, anti-bureaucratic, organ
ized by voluntary association, and
putting a premium on grassroots
spontaneity--has always been ana
thema to Marxist Communists and
has been ruthlessly suppressed. Marx
expelled the Anarchist unions from
the International Workingmen's As
sociation; Lenin and Trotsky slaugh
tered the Anarchists in the Ukraine
and at Kronstadt; Stalin murdered
them during the Spanish Civil War;
Castro has jailed them in Cuba, and
Gomulka in Poland. Nor is Anar
chism necessarily socialist, in the
sense of espousing common owner
ship. That would depend. Corporate
capitalism, state capitalism and state
communism are all unacceptable,
because they trap people, exploit
them and push them around. Pure
communism,
meaning
voluntary
labor and free appropriation, is
congenial to Anarchists. But Adam
Smith’s economics, in its pure form,
is also Anarchist, and was so called
in his time; and there is an Anarchist
ring to Jefferson’s agrarian notion
that a man needs enough control of
his subsistence to be free of irre
sistible pressure. -Underlying all
Anarchist thought is a hankering for
peasant independence, craft guild
self-management and the democracy
of medieval Free Cities. Naturally it
is a question how all can be achieved
in modem technical and urban con
ditions. In my opinion, we could go
a lot further than we think if we
set our sights on decency and free
dom rather than delusory "great
ness" and suburban ‘‘affluence.’’)
IN this country, where we have no

continuing Anarchist tradition, the
young hardly know their tendency
at all. I have seen the black flag

of Anarchy at only a single demon
stration, when 165 students burned
their draft cards on the Sheep Mead
ow in New York, in April, 1967—
naturally, the press noticed only the
pretentiously
displayed
Vietcong
flags that had no connection with
the draft-card burners.* Recently at
Columbia, it was the red flag that
waved from the roof. The American
young are unusually ignorant of
political history. The generation gap,
their alienation from tradition, is so
profound that they cannot remember
the correct name for what they in
fact do.
This ignorance has unfortunate
consequences for their movement and
lands them in wild contradictions. In
the United States, the New Left has
agreed to regard itself as Marxist
and speaks of "seizing power" and
"building socialism," although it is
strongly opposed to centralized pow
er and it lias no economic theory
whatever for a society and technol
ogy like ours. It is painful to hear
students who bitterly protest being
treated like I.B.M. cards, neverthe
less defending Chairman Mao’s little
red book; and Carl Davidson, editor
of New Left Notes, has gone so far
as to speak of "bourgeois civil lib
erties." In the Communist bloc, un
like the Latin countries, the tradi
tion is also wiped out For instance,
in Czechoslovakia, Poland and Yugo
slavia, students who want civil lib
erties and more economic freedom
are called bourgeois, although in fact
they are disgusted by the materialism
of their own regimes and they aspire
to workers' management rural re
construction, the withering away of
the state, the very Anarchism that
Marx promised as pie in the sky.
Worst of all, not recognizing what
they are, the students do not find one
*A black flag was also raised along
with a red flag at the national con
vention of Students for a Democratic
Society in East Lansing last month.

another as an international
movement, though they have a
common style, tactics and cul
ture. Yet there are vital goals
which, in my opinion, can be
achieved only by the immense
MJ tential MJ wer of youth act
ing internationally. Certainly,
as a first order of business.
they ought to be acting in con
cert to ban the nuclear bombs
of France, China, Russia and
the United States; otherwise
they will not live out their
lives.
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protesting students are

Anarchist because they are in
a historical situation to which
Anarchism is their only pos
sible response. During all
their lifetime the Great Pow
ers have been in the deadlock
of the Cold War, stockpiling
nuclear wea
Vast military - industrial
complexes
have developed, technology
has been abused, science and
the universities have been
corrupted.
Education
has
turned into processing, for
longer years and at a faster
pace. Centralized social engi
neering is creating the world
forecast in Orwell’s "1984."
Manipulated
for
national
goals they cannot believe in,
the young are alienated. On
every continent there is ex
cessive urbanization and the
world is heading for ecologi
cal disaster.
Under these conditions, the
young reject authority, for it
is not only immoral but func
tionally incompetent, which is
unforgivable. They think they
can do better themselves. They
want to a MJ lish national fron
tiers. They do not believe in
Great Power. Since they are
willing to let the Systems fall
apart, they are not moved by
appeals to law and order.
They believe in local
wer,

community development, rural
reconstruction,
decentralist
organization, so they can
have a say. They prefer a sim
pler standard of living. Though
their protests generate vio
lence, they themselves tend
to nonviolence and are inter
nationally pacifist. But they
do not trust the due process
of administrators and are
quick to resort to direct ac
tion and civil disobedience. All
this adds up to the commu
nity Anarchism of Kropotkin,
the resistance Anarchism of
Malatesta, the agitational An
archism of Bakunin, the Guild
Socialism of William Morris,
the personalist
Thoreau.
The confused tangle of
Anarchist and authoritarian
ideas was well illustrated by
the actions of Students for a
Democratic Society in leading
the protest at Columbia.
The two original issues, to
purge the university of the
military and to give local
power to the Harlem commu
nity, were Anarchist in spirit
— though, of course, they
could be supported by liberals
and Marxists as well. The di
rect action, of nonviolently
occupying the buildings, was
classically Anarchist.
The issues were not strictly
bona fide, however, for the
S.D.S. chapter was carrying
out a national plan to embar
rass many schools during the
spring, using any convenient
pretexts, in order to attack
the System In itself, this was
not unjustifiable, since the
big universities, including Co
lumbia, are certainly an imMJ rtant part of our military
operations, which ought to be
stopped. But the S.D.S. for
mulation was not acceptable:
"Since we cannot yet take
over the whole society, let us

begin by taking Columbia." 1
doubt that most of the stu
dents who participated want
ed to "take overi’ anything,
and I am sure they would
have been as restive if ruled
by the S.D.S. leadership as by
the president and trustees of
Columbia.
When the faculty came to
life and the students’ justified
demands began to be taken
in the normal
seriously
course of events, as has hap
pened on several other cam
puses, the students would
have gone unpunished or
been suspended for 45 min
utes — S.D.S. suddenly re
vealed a deeper purpose, to
MJliticize" the students and
radicalize" the professors by
forcing a "confrontation" with
the police: if the police
had
MJ
to be called, people would
see the System naked. There
fore the leadership raised the
ante and made negotiation im
MJ
possible.
The administration
was not big-souled enough to
take it whence it came, nor
patient enough to sit it out;
MJ
it called the police
and there
was a shambles.
<4

<4

To have a shambles is not

necessarily unjustifiable, on
the hypothesis that total dis
ruption is the only way to
change a totally corrupt so
ciety. Bui the concept of
"radicalizing" is a rather pre
sumptuous manipulation of
people for their own good. It
is Anarchist for people to act
on principle and learn, the
hard way, that the powers
that be are brutal and unjust,
but it is authoritarian for peo
ple to be expended for the
cause on somebody's strategy.
(In my experience, a profes
sional really becomes radical
when he tries to pursue his
profession with integrity and
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courage^ this is what he arts of peace and work out the students from holding
knows and cares about, and livable relations with the ad “free university” sessions on
he soon finds that many ministration. For a while, un the lawn. When a speaker ad
things must be changed In til the police came back, the dressed a rally, a sweeper
student disturbances, profes atmosphere on the campus had been instructed to move
sors have not been “radical was pastoral. Faculty and a noisy vacuum cleaner to the
ized” to the jejune program students talked to one an spot to drown him out. Wil
of New Left Notes, but they other. Like Berkeley after its liam J. Whiteside, the direc
have recalled to mind what it troubles, Columbia was a tor of buildings and grounds,
means to be a professor at much better place.
explained to a Times reporter
all.)
that “these bullhorn congre
IN Anarchist theory, “revo gations lead to an awful lot of
Ultimately, when four lead
litter, so we have to get out
ers were suspended and stu
lution” means the moment there and clean it up.” This
dents again occupied a build
when the structure of author from a university founded in
ity is loosed, so that free
1754.
tendency toward authority be
functioning can occur. The
came frankly dictatorial. A
aim is to open areas of free CJonsider two key terms
majority of the students vot
dom and defend them. In
ed to leave on their own
complicated m •u ern societies of New Left rhetoric, “par
steam before the police came,
ticipatory democracy” and
since there was no sense in it is probably safest to work "cadres.” I think these con
being beaten up and arrested at this piecemeal, avoiding
cepts are incompatible, yet
chaos
which
tends
to
produce
again; but the leadership
both are continually used by
brushed aside the vote be dictatorship.
the same vouth.
To
Marxists,
on
the
other
cause it did not represent
Participatory
democracy
and hand, “revolution” means the
the correct
the others—I suppose out of moment in which a new state was the chief idea in the
animal loyalty — stayed and apparatus takes power and Port Huron Statement, the
runs things its own way. From founding charter of Students
were again busted.
for a Democratic Society. It
the
Anarchist
point
of
view,
Nevertheless, the Columbia
is a cry for a say in the deci
this
is
“
counterrevolution,
”
action was also a m
sions that shape our lives, as
since
there
is
a
new
authority
Anarchism, and the same
against top - down direction,
to
oppose.
But
Marxists
in

S.D.S. leaders deserve much
social engineering, corporate
of the credit. In the first sist that piecemeal change is
and political centralization,
place, it seems to have halted mere reformism, and one has
the university’s displacement to seize •3 wer and have a absentee owners, brainwash
of poor people, whereas for strong administration in order ing by mass media. In its con
notations, it encompasses no
years citizenly protests (in to prevent reaction.
At Columbia the admin taxation without representa
cluding mine) had - accom
plished nothing. When, be istration and the authoritari tion, grass-roots populism, the
lice brutality, there ans in S.D.S seem to have town meeting, Congregation
cause of
federalism,
Student
was a successful strike and engaged in an almost deliber alism,
sessions of the college and ate conspiracy to escalate Power, Black Power, workers’
soldiers*
de
some of the graduate schools their conflict and make the management,
were terminated for the se Marxist theory true. The ad mocracy, guerrilla organiza
mester, the students rapidly ministration was deaf to just tion. It is, of course, the es
and efficiently made new ar grievances, it did not have to sence of Anarchist social or
•3.
when it did, der, the voluntary federation
rangements with favorable call the police
professors for work to go on. and it did not have to sus of self-managed enterprises.
They organized a “free uni pend the students. It has been
Participatory democracy is
and
vindictive. grounded in the following
versity” and brought a host pigheaded
of distinguished outsiders to Worse, it has been petty. For social-psychological
the
the campus. A group, Stu instance, during the strike the ses: People who actually per
dents for a Restructured Uni sprinklers were ordered to be form a function usually best
versity, amicably split from kept going all day, ruining know how it should be done.
S.D.S. to devote itself to the the grass, in order to prevent

ANARCHISM'S FOUNDING FATHERS

Prince

Peter

Kropotkin

Pierre

Joseph

Proudhon

(1842-1921), advocate of
participatory democracy, ap
peals to today's anti-authoritarian youth with his vision
of "a society in which all the
mutual relations of its mem
bers are regulated by mutual
agreements . . . and by a
sum of social customs and
habits, not petrified by law,
routine or superstition, but
continually developing and
continually readjusted,"

(1809-1865), journalist and
politician, who proclaimed:
"Property is theft. . . . The
preparation of the land and
manufacture of implements
for production constitute the
debt of the capitalist to the
laborer which he never pays.
It is this fraudulent denial
which causes the poverty of
the laborer, the luxury of idle
ness, the inequality of condi

By and large, their free deci
sion will be efficient, inven
tive, graceful, and forceful.
Being active and se'f-confiaent, they will cooperate with
other groups with a minimum
of envy, anxiety, irrational vi
olence or the need to domi
nate.

And, as Jefferson
out, only such an organiza
tion of society is self-improv
ing; we learn by doing, and
the only way to educate co
operative citizens is to give
•Itj wer to people as they are.
Except in unusual circum
stances, there is not much

tions."

Mikheil

Bnkunin

(1814-

1876), Russian writer, author
of "God and the State" and
"The Social Revolution," de
clared: ”MZe must first of all
purify our atmosphere and
transform completely the sur
roundings in which we live,
for they corrupt our instincts
and our wills, they constrict
our hearts and intelligences.
Therefore, the social question
appears first of all as the
overthrow of society."

need for dictators, deans, po
lice, pre - arranged curricula,
imposed schedules, conscrip
tion, coercive laws. Free peo
ple easily agree among them
selves on plausible working
rules; they listen to expert
direction
when
necessary;
they wisely choose pro tern
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leaders. Remove authority,
and there will be self-regula
tion, not chaos.

A

ND radical student activ
ity has in fact followed this
line. Opposing the bureaucratic
system of welfare, students
have devoted themselves to
community development, serv
ing not as leaders or experts
but as catalysts to bring poor
people together, so they can
become aware of and solve
•I* 
their own problems. In poli
tics, the radical students us
ually do not consider it worth
the troub’e and expense to
try to elect distant represen
tatives; it is better to organ ze local groups to fight for
their own interests.
In the students’ own pro
test actions, like the Free
Speech Movement in Berke
ley, there were no “leaders”
—except in the TV coverage
—or rather there were doz
ens of pro tern leaders; yet
F.S.M. and other such actions
have moved with considerable
efficiency. Even in immense
rallies, with tens of thou
sands
gathering
from
a
thousand miles, as in New
York in April, 1967, or at the
Pentagon in October, 1967,
the unvarying rule has been
to exclude no groups on
“principle,” no matter how
incompatible their tendencies;
despite dire warnings, each
group has done its own thing
and the whole has been well
enough. When it has been
necessary to make immediate
arrangements, as in organiz
ing the occupied buildings at
Columbia or devising new re
lations with the professors,
spontaneous democracy has
worked beautifully. In the
civil rights movement in the
South, Martin Luther King

used to point out, each local
ity planned and carried out
its own campaign and the na
tional leadership just gave
what financial or legal help
it could.

Turn

now to “cadres.” In

the past few years, this term
from the vocabulary of mili
tary regimentation has be
come overwhelmingly preva
lent in New Left rhetoric, as
it was among the various
Communist sects in the thir
ties. (My hunch is that it was
the Trotskyists who gave it
political currency. Trotsky
had been the commander of
the Red Army.) A cadre or
squad is the primary admin
istrative or tactical unit by
which small groups of human
beings are transformed into
sociological entities, to exe
cute the unitary will of the
organization, whether army,
political party, work force,
labor union, agitation or prop
aganda machine. In Marxian
terms, it is the unit of aliens-*
tion from human nature, and
young Marx would certain’y
have disapproved.
"Cadre”
connotes
the
breaking down of ordinary
human relations and trans
cending personal motives, in
order to channel energy for
the cause. For purposes of agi
tation, it is the Jesuit idea of
indoctrinating and training a
small band who then go forth
and multiply themselves. The
officers, discipline and tactics
of military cadres are deter
mined in headquarters; this is
the opposite of guerrilla or
ganization, for guerrillas are
self-reliant, devise their own
tactics, and are bound by per
sonal or feudal loyalty, so
that it is puzzling to hear the
admirers of Che Guevara use
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the word “cadres.” As a revo
lutionary political method,
cadre-formation connotes the
development of a tightly knit
conspiratorial party which
will eventually seize the sys
tem of institutions and exer
cise a dictatorship until it
transforms the majority to its
own doctrine and behavior.
Etymologically, “cadre” and
“squad” come from (Latin)
quadrus, a square, with the
sense of fitting people into a
framework.
Obviously, these connota
tions are entirely repugnant
to the actual motives and
spirit of the young at present,
everywhere in the world. In
my opinion, the leaders who
use this language are suffer
ing from a romantic delusion.
The young are not conspira
torial but devastatingly open.
For instance, when youth of
the draft resistance movement
are summoned to a grend jury,
it is very difficult for their
Civil Liberties lawyers to get
them to plead the Fifth Amend
ment They will sacrifice them
selves and get their heads
broken, but it has to be ac
cording to their personal judg
ment. They insist on wearing
their own garb even if it is
bad for Public Relations. Their
ethics are even embarrassing
ly Kantian, so that ordinary
prudence and reasonable casu
istry are called thinking.
And I do not think they
want “power” but just to be
taken into account, to be able
to do their thing, and to be
let alone. They indeed want a
revolutionary change, but not
by this route. Except for a
while, on particular occasions,
they simply cannot be manip
ulated to be the shock troops
of a Leninist coup. (I have
never found that I could teach
them anything else either.) If
the young go along with ac

tions organized by the Trot
skyists or the Progressive
Labor Party or some of the
delusions of S.D.S., it is be
cause, in their judgment, the
resulting disruption does more
good than harm. Compared
with the arrogance, cold vio
lence and inhumanity of our
established institutions, the
arrogance, hot-headedness and
all - too - human folly of the
young are venial.

The
4
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trouble with the neo

Leninist wing of the New Left
is a different one. It is that
the abortive manipulation of
lively energy and moral fer
vor for a political revolution
that will not be, and ought
not to be, confuses the
piecemeal social revolution
that is brightly possible. This
puts me off—but of course
they have to do it their own
way. It is inauthentic to do
community development in
order to “politicize” people,
or to use a good do-it-your
self project as a means of
“bringing people into the
Movement” Everything should
be done for its own sake. The
amazing courage of sticking
to one's convictions in the
face of the police is insulted
when it is manipulated as a
means of “radicalizing.” The
loyalty and trust in one an
other of youth is extraordi
nary. but it can turn to dis
illusionment if they perceive
that they are being had.
Many of the best of the
young went through this in
the thirties. But at least there
is no Moscow gold around,
be
though there seems
plenty of C.LA. money both
at home and abroad.
Finally, in this account of
confused Anarchism, we must
mention the conflict between
the activists and the hippies.
11

Anarchism in the 20th Century
In the view of those who

study or profess it, anar
chism today seems to en
compass roughly these
main points:

violent,

persuasive

rather

than dictatorial.
• Anarchism would run
a complex modem society

not by increased centrali

• Anarchism is not an
archy. It is against exist
ing social and political

zation but by using cyber
netic techniques to make
small community units vi

systems, but it proposes to
replace them with some

able. With modem tech

form

of

tralized,

ordered,

decen

individualistic

community cooperation.

• Anarchism is to come
about not through violent
revolution, since that cre
ates its own rigid counter
organization, but through

eventual mass understand
ing and increased practice
of anarchist living — as
may be seen, for example,
among

some

of

today's

students and hippies. Its
effect is revolutionary, but
in general its means are

to be disruptive rather than

The activists complain that
the dropouts are not political
and will not change anything.
Instead, they are seducers
who drastically interfere with
the formation of cadres. (We
“Religion is the
opium of the people” or per
haps “LSD is the opium of
the people.”) Of course, there
is something in this, but in
my opinion the bitterness of

nology it should be possi
ble for very small units to
maintain their own source*
of energy, their own small-

scale industrial units, their
own computerized agricul
ture, and so on.

• Anarchism is not co
ercive. It holds that a peo
ple free of governmental,

parental, bureaucratic and
Financial control would act

in general harmony. The
basis of such harmony
would be each individual's
freedom, his liberty to join
and to contribute as he
chose.

the New Left polemic against
the hippies can only be ex
plained by saying that the ac
tivists are defensive against
their own repressed impulses.
In fact, the dropouts are
not unpolitical. When there is
an important demonstration,
they are out in force and get
beaten up with the rest —
though they are not “radical
ized.” With their flowers and
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their slogan “Make Love Not
War,” they provide all of the
color and much of the deep
meaning. One hippie group,
the Diggers, has a full-blown
economics, has set up free
stores and has tried to farm,
in order to be independent of
the System, while it engages
in community development.
The Yippies, the Youth In
ternational Party (would that
it were!), devote themselves
to undermining the System;
they are the ones who show
ered dollar bills on the floor
of the Stock Exchange, tied
up Grand Central Station and
tried to exorcise the Penta
gon with incantations. And
the Dutch Provos, the “provotariat,” who are less drugbefuddled than the Yippies,
improvise ingenious improve
ments to make society better
as a means of tearing it down;
they even won an election in
Amsterdam.
On their side, the hippies
claim that the New Left has
gotten neatly caught in the
bag of the System. To make a
frontal attack is to play ac
cording to the enemy’s rules,
where one doesn’t have a
chance; and victory would be
a drag anyway. The thing

is to use jujitsu, ridicule,
Schweikism, nonviolent re
sistance, by-passing, infuriat
ing, tripping up, seducing by
offering happy alternatives. A
complex society is hopelessly
vulnerable, and the 14-yearolds run away and join the
gypsies.
This criticism of the New
Left is sound. A new politics
demands a new style, a new
personality and a new way of
life. To form cadres and try
to take power is the same old
runaround. The Anarchism of
the dropouts is often quite
self-conscious. It is remark
able, for instance, to hear
Emmet Grogan, the spokesman
of the Diggers, make up the
theories of Prince Kropotkin
right out of his own experi
ences in Haight-Ashbury, the
Lower East Side and riot-tom
Newark.

B

UT I think the dropouts
are unrealistic in their own
terms. Living among the poor,
they up the rents. Trying to
live freely, they offend the
people they want to help.
Sometimes blacks and Spanish-America ns have turned on
them savagely. In my obser
vation, the “communication**
41

that they get with drugs is
illusory, and to rely on chem
icals in our technological age
is certainly to be in a bag.
Because the standard of liv
ing is corrupt, they opt for
voluntary poverty, but there
are also many useful goods
that they have a right to, and
needlessly forgo. And they are
often plain silly.
The
more
sophisticated
Provos have fallen for a dis
astrous vision of the future,
New Babylon, a society in
which all will sing and make
love and do their thing, while
the world’s work is done by
automatic machines. They do
not realize that in such a so
ciety power will be wielded
by the technocrats, and they
themselves will be colonized
like Indians on a reservation.
In general, I doubt that it
is possible to be free, to have
a say, and to live a coherent
life, without doing worth
while work, pursuing the arts
and sciences, practicing the
professions, bringing up chil
dren, engaging in politics.
Play and personal relations
are a necessary background;
they are not what men live
for. But maybe I am old-fash
ioned, Calvinistic. ■
1
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